Holistic water quality dynamics in rural artificial shallow water bodies.
The water environment in diversely used rural artificial water bodies is generally varied with seasonal and diurnal changes, stability of which is significant in water resources management. Understanding of interaction among different water quality parameters that depend on their diurnal variations is the concern of this study. A rural homestead pond used for aquaculture in Bangladesh and a micro-dam used as an irrigation tank for paddy farming in Japan are chosen for contrasting the analysis of data. The observed data series of four typical water quality parameters exhibits the diurnal variations, which are primarily inferred to be driven by solar radiation and complex bio-chemical interactions. The study proposes a stochastic differential equation model to represent holistic water quality dynamics based on continuous measurements. The water quality parameters are considered as temporally continuous Markov process, where their individual effects on each parameter are evaluated in a specific time step and immediately reflected to the next observation. The model parameters are calibrated and the stability is discussed based on the eigenvalues of model parameters. The result mostly shows the mean reverting properties for dissolved oxygen and water temperature, while pH and oxidation reduction potential are rather depend on other parameters or external disturbance.